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3gx setup manual

Please upgrade your browser or activate Google Chrome Frame to improve your experience.
Improved stability and straight line tracking during fast forward flight, rolls, and other maneuvers.
Flight maneuvers are smoother with faster response. Better rudder and swashplate stability during
rolls and TicTocks. Therefore, setup steps must be performed again on the 3GX, followed by
adjustments to flight parameters to match your preference. If there are interruptions to the upgrade
process due to bad connection or insufficient battery power, the update may fail causing the 3GX to
brick. The dramatically improved performance will create immediate impact on any enthusiasts. 3GX
is currently the smallest and lightest flybarless system on the market. Two ports to directly connect
Spektrum and JR satellite receivers, along with full support of Futabas SBUS system. Based on the
3G FL760 manual setup process, the 3GX can be setup in a few minutes through a simple process. In
addition, the 3GX can support all of the CCPM swashplate system currently on the market including
90, 120, 135, and 140 degrees swashplates. Graphical illustrated instruction on the computer setup
software directs the user through a step by step setup process, allowing for quick setups without
omitting any steps. Support Bluetooth connectivity. With the soon to be released Bluetooth
connectivity kit, 3GX can be programmed wirelessly from a PC. Eventually there will also be
smartphone apps allowing live adjustments to 3GX without powering down. With 3GXs built in Align
RCEG600 governor function, no external governor is needed to reduce electronic wire clutters.
Custom parameters have been opened up in 3GX to allow pilots to fine tune numerous settings for
swashplate and rudder. Settings export feature allows custom settings to be shared amongst
friends.http://eatlahgroup.com/attachment/columbia-d10-watch-manual.xml

3gx setup instructions, 3gx setup manual, 3gx setup manual pdf, 3gx setup manual
download, 3gx setup manual free, 3gx setup manual instructions.

3GX utilizes brand new gyroscope sensors of the highest specifications when compared to other
flybarless systems currently on the market, allowing it to be used under harsh conditions. Dual axis
plus rudder sensor dramatically improves swashplate and rudder correction precision compared to
last generation 3G. This is clearly noticeable in stable hover as well as highly aerobatic routines.
Suitable for helicopter of all class from 250 to 800, glow engine or electric powered. The superior
vibration resistant characteristic is evident even when mounted with harder double sided mounting
tape. 3GX utilizes 16 bit processor which is 4 times faster than previous generation, along with a
completely rewritten firmware. The result is a dramatic stability improvement from previous
generation, with stability that rivals a flybarred helicopter, yet posses explosive agility. With built in
pirouette compensation function, 3GX is able to stabilize the helicopter on a fixed point during
pirouetting maneuvers. Pirouetting flips type of maneuvers are easily accomplished with precision.
3GXs rudder allows consistent rudder feel even under high speed conditions. This excellent control
feel will allow pilot of all skill levels to experience the perfect integration between 3GX and
helicopter. Support with APS gyro system and bring up more functions for your helicopter. With the
APS gyro, the helicopter will have the ability to self stabilize, hold position as well as altitude, and
even autonomous way point flights as well as return home. Please use with genuine factory 3GX
Double Sided Tape for best performance. Click me to the product page We will reply as soon as
possible.It seemed to me that this product might be interesting for You, so I am sending You a link to
it. You can determine conditions of storing or access to cookie files in your web browser. Print the
instructions using the link at the top for reference
later.http://foursservices.com/nbloom/fckuploads/columbia-digital-watch-manual.xml
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If the 3GX is a upgrade perform a TX data reset or create a new model. Prepare TX, 3 servo swash
and aux 2 will be for tail gain so setup TX so RM and HH is available either using endpoints or gyro
sense. If using a separate RX gyro gain will be on gear channel. For 3GX and sats, 7 channel TX,
gear channel may be disabled for E helis since gov wont be used Make sure you fully understand
how to set the TX for RM and HH, RM with TH comes in handy for checking you setup. Sats alone
may be used if your using a 7 channel or more TX. If using a 6 channel TX a separate RX must be
used with the supplied colored jumpers. The RX is powered by the bottom right hand port using the
three wire jumper. Follow the manufactures channel mapping and bind the RX, NOT THE 3GX. If
servo horns are installed remove them including the tail servo horn and make sure the aileron servo
is on the right hand side. The New CC Talon has higher BEC amperage rating and may not require a
external BEC. FBL requires more available amperage than a FB helli due to the constant commands
to the servos from the FBL controller. Note some steps will time out, tail setup, flight mode settings
and throttle range learn and reviewing ahead of time will be required before performing them. Setup
involves 4 steps. 3GX setup, Tail setup, Throttle calibration and Flight mode setup. After performing
setup do not alter swash settings after setup. If pitch is changed throttle range should be rerun. If
you use servo braiding allow about 2inches of wire uncovered and secure it at that point to prevent
vibrations from being transmitted into the 3GX. The braiding will increase the transmission
vibrations threw the wiring. Tip the helli and make sure swash doesnt move. Set throttle or pitch to
50 in 50 out, TIP, setting TH pitch to 0 50 50 50 100 makes it easy for setup. Install the cyclic servo
horns as close to level as poss if this is a 450 pro do not install the servos until this step is
performed.

The aileron and pit servo can be installed when not powered just moving the horn pointing down and
then use subtrim to level them out and proceed to leveling the swash and set main blade pitch to
0deg. Set both elev and aileron cyclic pitch to 8 deg.Return collective to mid stick. Then theres E
lim, E rev and A lim, A rev. When setting limits you move the cyclic in the appropriate direction to its
max and hold for a moment and return to center. If compensation is backwards move the cyclic stick
to change led color and reverse compensation and recheck. At the end the 3GX will initialize, at that
time pick up the helli and tip it to double check compensation, the swash should try to stay level
when you tip it and then return to level. Keep helli powered for next step and reset TH pitch to
linear. After finished, if you used the 0 50 50 50 100 trick for setup return it to a linear curve. FM
SETUP Just link up and go to limits. Let everything default for now. TAIL SETUP, will time out
between steps so preview settings. Move rudder and check for proper movement, right rudder
pitches the blades towards the tail boom and reverse in the TX if needed. Next install the horn as
close to 90 as poss, adjust control rod so there is slight right rudder, about 2deg. Start tail setup
holding the set button till the first led is illuminated. When setting limits make sure you get a red led
to indicate position has been learned. Moving the rudder toggles settings that need changed and
when checking gyro compensation just turn the helli nose left and the slider should move so the tail
blades pitch in towards the boom. Its important to look at the tail blades because if the grips are
flipped like the 450 Pro tail grip flip mod the slider will move backwards to pitch the blades for right
rudder. When finished power helli down and then TX. Tip, a basic cheap protractor can be used to
check max pitch and try to make them equal if not 1deg.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/66954

Do not have TH on FLIGHT MODE SETTINGS, will time out between steps so preview settings in
preprinted instructions Hold the rudder to one direction and then push set button till the status led
starts to flash. It will flash slow, hit the set button and it will flash twice fast with a pause indicating
step two and so on. Set limits and let all others default to be adjusted linked up so you can get
familiarized with the software. TUNING BASICS To link up, launch the software, turn on TX, the
helli, plug USB dongle into PC and then the 3Gx. Holding the mouse over each setting provides a

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/66954


pop up that describes what each setting does. How fast the cyclic reacts is in the flight mode
parameters 1 tab, elevator and aileron flip and roll rate adjustment. This setting isnt in 3.0 How tight
flips and rolls are is determined by the limits, a couple of points go a long way so cyclic pitch may be
checked out of FM setup while linked up and adjusted with limit setting. A range of 13 13.5 cyclic
make for real tight flips and rolls. After making adjustments make sure you click on the write button.
Note, things you alter turn red and then back to black when written to the 3GX. Defaults are the red
marks. Use cyclic expo in the TX, cyclic expo in the 2.1 software raises the flip and roll rates due to a
bug. In the movement speed tab with the collective at mid stick you should get all 0s displayed. For
a maiden flight lower flip and roll rates 5 points for 2.1 and let default for 3.0, set expo in the TX to
30 and the cyclic expo in the software to 0. When finished disconnect from 3GX, close PC software
and then disconnect USB dongle. Limits and flip and roll control rates work together. First check
how tight your flip and rolls are and tweek the limits to adjust making sure you dont develop any
binding. Next set flip and roll control rates for how fast you want the cyclic to react and then the
expo last.

https://gameanglinginstructors.co.uk/images/canon-ixus-60-manual-download.pdf

To adjust piro rate use the limits in the TX Powering up and down The TX must be powered on first
and then the 3GX. Powering off, power down the 3GX and then the TX. The wrong order will result
in all the leds flashing the next time its powered up indicating a possible brown out and powering up
in the proper order twice may be needed before the 3GX will initulize again. MORE FBL TIPS For
checking your setup.This will provide the best flight performance and flat piros, and if the main shaft
wonders adjust COG. You cant duplicate this with digital. Shows how to check your blades for proper
characteristics that are best for FBL. Hard cyclic maneuvers increase vibs and a blades that hangs
straight provides better performance and less vibration. Checking your power supply, and The 3GX
will glitch below 5.2v most likely from drops in the voltage not seen on the DVOM. Items added since
original post 1 Not to have TH on during throttle range cal 2 If using a separate RX to use gear for
tail gyro gain 3 If you used the 0 50 50 50 100 trick for setup return it to a linear curve. 4 Make sure
you fully understand how to set the TX for RM and HH, RM with TH comes in handy for checking
your setup. 5 For 3GX and sats, 7 channel TX, gear channel may be disabled for E helis since gov
wont be used I thought it was just pitch. Let everything default for now. I used Ron Lunds videos on
my initial setup and they are great, but these have the level of detail I like to see. I thought it was
just pitch. Is this test done at the collective extremes or just at 0 collective. Thanks for developing
these detailed instructions. I used Ron Lunds videos on my initial setup and they are great, but these
have the level of detail I like to see. So right 29 and left 28 is the ticket having about 12 deg allready
in RM To much TB pitch and you end up with poor stopping behaviour coming from a fast piro.

http://gandgengineering.com/images/canon-ixus-65-manual-download.pdf

It will flash slow, hit the set button and it will flash twice fast with a pause indicating step two and so
on. What is flight mode with 3gx It will flash slow, hit the set button and it will flash twice fast with a
pause indicating step two and so on. What is flight mode with 3gx Had tons of PMs asking for help
before and they had over tweeked before establishing the basic settings like I have posted here.
Reset to defaults and followed these guidelines fixed them right up.Default settings were just about
perfect for my 550. All I did was up my flip and roll rates. Default settings were just about perfect for
my 550. All I did was up my flip and roll rates. I used to get PMs about how there helli was to
unstable to fly and we would start from scratch and redo everything and most of the time they had
plugged in someone elses settings right off the bat before they even try to fly it. Head speed, type of
blades, total pitch and max cyclic is different on ever build. No good copying someone elses settings
totally. Use them as a reference to ensure youre on the right track for your particular size Heli, sure
but always start from default. Anyway, can we can get a Mod to make this into a sticky. Better yet, if
this info was put into every new Align 3gx Heli box, there would be many more happy 3gx owners

https://gameanglinginstructors.co.uk/images/canon-ixus-60-manual-download.pdf
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without question, imo. No good copying someone elses settings totally. Better yet, if this info was put
into every new Align 3gx Heli box, there would be many more happy 3gx owners without question,
imo. Even called Dino and he told me who to contact and I cant remember who it was. If pitch is
changed throttle range should be rerun. I actually made an inline power switch beacuse of this. I
dont know what values I should use so can I skip this step and select predefined settings Raimo Dont
skip through though, familiarise yourself with each setting by running your mouse over the icon and
ensure all setting are actually at default.

Once through setup up, triple check swash and tail gyro correction is correctopposite to heli tilt or
tail movement, as this is what catches people out the most, believe it or not! I did all the steps the
correct way on the unit. I then plugged it in and read it. A few settings I had changed. I dont have
the DFC head, just the older head 600ePro. Aligns info is not very clear on the new software and
update. So there is now not a default for 600 500. 450, etc Just a default period. In the software it is
where the red tick marks are. And I dont remember seeing the cyclic ring settings. I guess I am
wanting to understand a bit more of how you can set up more of the settings thru software instead of
on the unit. So, I can also put my pitch gauge on and move the sliders to adjust the pitch ranges
cyclic. This whole process has not be a fun update. Every other one I have done on 3G and 3GX
wasnt such a headache. But thanks for all the info!. I can see how if they do the Bluetooth link it
would be much easier to tweek on a phone or something. Your Heli needs to have the LED grreen for
500 size and above and set delay accordingly after flight testing. So your 600 shouldnt be too far off
Ive never had to touch my Cyclic Ring function for swash binding either, so cant comment there.
Depending on what firmware you have upgraded from, the 3.03.1 are a dramatic improvement over
earlier versions. Hope this helps. I did all the steps the correct way on the unit. But thanks for all the
info!. I can see how if they do the Bluetooth link it would be much easier to tweek on a phone or
something. Ive been able to hover a 450 half way decent with training wheels on. I just built an Align
500 dfc pro and Im going to use the 3gx but Im wondering how it will play with a set of wooden
dowels hanging underneath it. Any thoughts Messes up COG and resonated vibes.

www.jimenez-casquet.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626a95628
355f---compuwash-manual.pdf

If your hovering a 450 the 500 should be a breeze Please enter your desired user name, your REAL
and WORKING email address and other required details in the form below.Note that passwords are
casesensitive. Use a real email address or you will not be granted access to the site. Thank you.
Please see opening times for hours. NOTE Australian customers only. Item is located at Condell Park
Shop NSW. The dramatically improved performance will create immediate impact on any
enthusiasts. 3GX is currently the smallest and lightest flybarless system on the market. With the APS
gyro, the helicopter will have the ability to self stabilize, hold position as well as altitude, and even
autonomous way point flights as well as return home. Please use with genuine factory 3GX Double
Sided Tape for best performance. Click me to the product page Correction of TREX 600EFL 3GX
manuals Click me 3GX DownLoad Page Click me If you continue to browse and use this website, you
are agreeing to comply with and be bound by the following terms and conditions of use, which
together with our privacy policy govern RC Crew’s relationship with you in relation to this website.
If you disagree with any part of these terms and conditions, please do not use our website. It is
subject to change without notice. You acknowledge that such information and materials may contain
inaccuracies or errors and we expressly exclude liability for any such inaccuracies or errors to the
fullest extent permitted by law. It shall be your own responsibility to ensure that any products,
services or information available through this website meet your specific requirements. This
material includes, but is not limited to, the design, layout, look, appearance and graphics.
Reproduction is prohibited other than in accordance with the copyright notice, which forms part of
these terms and conditions. These links are provided for your convenience to provide further

http://dag.ru/www.jimenez-casquet.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626a95628355f---compuwash-manual.pdf
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information.

They do not signify that we endorse the websites. We have no responsibility for the content of the
linked websites. RC Crew Hobbies is committed to ensuring that your privacy is protected. Should
we ask you to provide certain information by which you can be identified when using this website,
then you can be assured that it will only be used in accordance with this privacy statement. RC Crew
Hobbies may change this policy from time to time by updating this page. You should check this page
from time to time to ensure that you are happy with any changes. We may contact you by email,
phone, fax or mail. We may use the information to customise the website according to your interests.
In order to prevent unauthorised access or disclosure, we have put in place suitable physical,
electronic and managerial procedures to safeguard and secure the information we collect online.
Once you agree, the file is added and the cookie helps analyse web traffic or lets you know when you
visit a particular site. Cookies allow web applications to respond to you as an individual. The web
application can tailor its operations to your needs, likes and dislikes by gathering and remembering
information about your preferences. This helps us analyse data about web page traffic and improve
our website in order to tailor it to customer needs. We only use this information for statistical
analysis purposes and then the data is removed from the system. A cookie in no way gives us access
to your computer or any information about you, other than the data you choose to share with us. You
can choose to accept or decline cookies. Most web browsers automatically accept cookies, but you
can usually modify your browser setting to decline cookies if you prefer. This may prevent you from
taking full advantage of the website. However, once you have used these links to leave our site, you
should note that we do not have any control over that other website.

Therefore, we cannot be responsible for the protection and privacy of any information which you
provide whilst visiting such sites and such sites are not governed by this privacy statement. You
should exercise caution and look at the privacy statement applicable to the website in question. We
may use your personal information to send you promotional information about third parties which
we think you may find interesting if you tell us that you wish this to happen. A small fee will be
payable. If you would like a copy of the information held on you please write to 124 Eldridge Road
Condell Park NSW 2200. We will promptly correct any information found to be incorrect. The
dramatically improved performance will create immediate impact on any enthusiasts. The smallest
and lightest flybarless system on the market currently. Two ports to directly connect Spektrum and
JR satellite receivers, along with full support of Futabas SBUS system. Based on the 3G FL760
manual setup process, the 3GX can be setup in a few minutes through a simple process. Graphical
illustrated instruction on the computer setup software directs, allowing for quick setups without
omitting any steps. Support Bluetooth connectivity. With the soon to be released Bluetooth
connectivity kit, 3GX can be programmed wirelessly from a PC.Eventually there will also be
smartphone apps allowing live adjustments to 3GX without powering down. A library of
preconfigured 3GX settings specifically available for TRex series of helicopters, allowing pilots to
achieve the most optimal setup for their helicopters. Three levels of flight mode is available on the
3GX to provide different feels from beginners to advanced pilots. Custom parameters have been
opened up in 3GX to allow pilots to fine tune numerous settings for swashplate and rudder. This is
clearly noticeable in stable hover as well as highly aerobatic routines.

16 bit processor which is 4 times faster than previous generation, along with a completely rewritten
firmware. The result is a dramatic stability improvement from previous generation, with stability
that rivals a flybarred helicopter, yet posses explosive agility. In 1995, Align continued to secure
OEM and jointventure projects with numerous well know brand names. By 2003, Align has
broadened its product line to include radio control hobby products. “Align RC World” was the result
of Align’s shift into family recreational concepts, with products such as high performance radio
controlled model kits and highefficiency model power systems. With its technology expertise, proven



product quality, innovative designs, superior postsale support, and aggressive plans to promote RC
helicopters as a fun recreational hobby, Align was able to establish itself in a few short years as an
internationally recognizable brand, surpassing manufacturers from Germany, USA, and Japan to
become the world leader in RC helicopters. Align, we aim at bringing more and more independent
and desire products to RC model market and drone market. Create one here. Your problem is not
programming the DX9 or the Trex450 manual. Your problem. Align 3gx full setup video 1 freddy can
fly 14 min 9 sec 3gx setup guide part 2 dir governor setup. According to manual as i do not have unit
to test on, fmode as a switch on the dx9 does not expose hold as a flight Setup dx6i and naza m lite
full function manual, atti, gps, failsafe mode. Click image for larger version name 3gx receiver
connections.jpg views 2546 size. charger for spektrum intelligent domestic air transmitter dx18
dx18qq dx10t dx9. The manual of the 3GX MSR says you can only mount it one direction but I dont.
Please ensure proper power supply to the 3GX during setup. 9 hours ago jugar casino dash review
game free games fitness 3 gx gratis free terbaik.

Creators are allowed to post content they produce to the platform, so long as they comply with our
policies. United Kingdom. Company number 10637289. Discover everything Scribd has to offer,
including books and audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime. Report this
Document Download Now save Save helipalalign3gxmanual.pdf For Later 89 views 0 0 upvotes 0 0
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Change Language English Change Language. Read these simple guidelines before using your phone.
Failure to comply with these guidelines may be dangerFormore detain safety
inlbrrnatlon.Information ”on page 92. Road Safety Comes First. Dont use a handheld phone while
driving; park the veSwitch off your phone when near medical equipment. Follow any regulations or
rules in force. Mobile phones can cause interference Using them onSwitch Olf When Refueling. Do
not use the phone at a refuelrng point no not useDo not use the phone where blasting is in progess.
obInterference. All mobile phones may get interference which could afUse Semihly. Use only in the
normal position to earls Avoid unnecesQualified Service. Only qualied service personnel may install
or repairAccessories and Batteries. Use only approved accessories and batteries Do notYour phone
may cause TV or radio interference leg.If you require assistance, contactThis device complies with
part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subUsing this Guide. The wireless phone described in this
guide is approved for use in. CDMAIAMPS networks. A number of features included in this guide are
called Network Serr. Vices. They are special services provided by wireless service providers.

Before you can take advantage of any of these Network Services, youDisclaimer. Its possible that
you may not be able to activate your phone on allNokia 6180Keys. Press and hold to turn your phtme
an E 5 Do notPress the scroll.Scroll thmugh plume Ieatures.Press am! hold Push thrs keyQ use this
key to enter an emptyPara ubtener un manual del usuarin en espanol favor de llamarAny characters
you enter will be lowervcase letters orThe alarm clock is set. Your phone is ready to place or receive
a data call. You have a reminder in your calendar to do something. You have a reminder in your
calendar that its someone 5You have a reminder in your calendar to call someone ap—. You have a
reminder in your calendar of a meetingRead these simple guidelines before using your phone.
Failure to comply with these guidelines may be dangerFor more detailed safety information.
rmponant SafetyRoad Saiety Comes First. Dont use a handheld phone while driving; park the
veSwitch on your phone when near medical equipmentMobile phones can cause interference.Do not
use the phone at a refueling point. Do not useDu not use the phone where blasting Is in progress.
onInterference. All mobile phones may get interierence vmich could atUse sensiblyAvoid
unnecesQualied Service. Use only approved accessories and batteries. Do notYour phone may cause
TV or radio interference eg.Ii you require assistance, contactThis device complies with part 15 of the



FCC rules. Operation is sub. Ject tn the condition that this device does not cause harmiulUsing this
Guide. CDMNAMPS networks. A number of features included m this guide are called Netwonr
SerBefore you can take advantage or any or these Network Services, youDisclaimer. It s possible
that you may not be able to activate your phone on allThis section will help you understand the ins
and outs ofAttaching your battery. Simply place the battery inNote Use only those batteriesCharging
your new battery. Vour phone can be used with either a rechargeable LiIon or.

NiMH battery. Note that a new battery 5 full performance isWith your phone powered onWhen the
battery begins charging.If your phone displays Not charging, charging is suspended. Check that the
battery is connected only to an approvedIf chargingActually, you can charge anytime.When your
phone beeps once and displays Battery low. youNote. The phone will not giveyou the warning tone
under certain conOnce all the power has drained from your battery, you it hearWhen is charging
completeCharging times depend on the type of battery and chargerCan you make calls while
charging Yes, you can But your battery may not charge while a call isCharging should resume once
you end the call. Discharging NiMH batteries. A NiMH battery lasts longer and performs better if
you fullyThe phone will display several messages that the battery isYou can also use the battery
discharge feature of any ap—Removing the battery. Note Switch off the phone before removing the
battery!Important Battew InformationIf left unused a fully charged batteryAccldental short
circuitanNiMH batteriesperlormance is panAll the features in your phone are cool.For example. did
you know that you can lock the keys onThese arejust some of the many Cool Features youll find
inThe rst few days you have your phone, play with it to learnThe more youThis section describes the
different methods of using yourWhat is the Start screen The start screen appears when you first turn
your phone on.Navigating tools. Sokeys. Vour phone has two softkeys that apTheir currentThis
illustration shows the phone at the start screen. TheYour phone has a scroll key locatedjust below
your display. It has two arrows on it that look like 5 and e. Press the scrollAlso, when editing names
and numbers eg.Scroll bar. When you acoess your phone 5 menu and subrnenus,,For example. press
Menu once. the scroll bar appears withA different tab appears eachScrolling through the main
menu. Press Menu at the start screen.
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